Manage Change

Beyond movable walls offer built-in flexibility that responds to the constant rhythm of business change. With efficient functionality and a large selection of aesthetic choices, you can create dynamic spaces filled with natural light that are reconfigurable to easily manage whatever change the future brings.
Easy Installation

An exclusive, patented scissor-lift leveling mechanism is integrated within the base channel for easy panel adjustment using a simple power tool. Panels ship unitized from the factory with the leveling mechanism attached, allowing for consistent installation and a clean aesthetic.
Beyond panels are modular and non-progressive, which means each one installs and moves independently. This creates a beautiful, consistent aesthetic with the true design flexibility needed for efficient reconfiguration and minimal disruption.

Functional Privacy
With a unitized panel system, glass panels can be replaced with solid as needs change over time.
Design Flexibility

Creating inviting collaborative spaces throughout the floorplan allows businesses to accommodate different types of work among teams. Beyond movable walls define space for privacy or thought-sharing so team and solo spaces are within close proximity, allowing workers to collaborate efficiently.
Reconfigure Tomorrow

Designing with minimal components (both walls and furniture) and consistent dimensions makes change easy from day 1 to day 365. While you may start with enclosed offices or meeting spaces, a shift towards more open or collaborative settings can be accomplished with minimal disruption to the floorplan.

**DAY 1**
This configuration provides private offices, a small team meeting area, and phone booths. Adjacent solo and team spaces allow teams to easily come together when needed.

**DAY 30**
By removing two inside walls, the space is transformed into a multi-purpose room or shared office. Team spaces remain the same size, and still accommodate lounge furniture.

**DAY 90**
Removing an additional interior wall creates a large team meeting area or conference room with two adjacent office spaces.

**DAY 156**
When exterior walls come down, an open team collaboration area is created with a space-defining wall. Two small-group settings are adjacent.

**DAY 230**
Using walls to create small, quiet heads-down space adjacent to workstations allows workers to have privacy in an open-office setting.

**DAY 365**
Exterior walls are used to create an active corridor for teams to collaborate. The outside walls anchor agile seating for conversations between workers.
Create Your Aesthetic

Choose from a variety of door styles, hardware, and finishes to create a unique design that complements your workplace.

**DOORS**

- Sliding
- Swing

**HARDWARE**

- Lever
- Ladder pull
- Magnetic catch

**TILES**

- Painted surface
- Tackable fabric
- Marker board
- Wood

**POWER**

- Modular
- Hard-wired
Beyond Statement of Line

### Product Dimensions
- **Ceiling Trim**
  - Frameless: 2 3/16"H
  - Base Trim: 3 3/4"H
- **Base Trim**
  - Frameless: 2 1/4"H
  - Framed & Solid: 4 1/4"
  - With Electrical: 5 3/4"
- **Wall Thickness**
  - Panels: 3"
  - Frameless Glass*: 86"-120"H; 8"-48"W
  - Framed Glass & Solid**: 86"-120"H; 8"-60"W

*Maximum width is 42¾" on heights above 108¾".
**With stacking: 86"-144"H; 8"-60"W.

A wide selection of finishes, laminates, and veneers are available online at allsteeloffice.com.

### Swing-Door Hardware
- **Locking Lever (SFIC)**
- **Non-Locking Lever**
- Pulls on frameless hinged
- Pulls on pivot with magnetic catch

### Sliding-Door Hardware
- 20" Ladder Pull, non-locking or locking with patch lock
- 49" Ladder Pull, locking or non-locking or locking into floor or patch lock
- 60" Ladder Pull, locking or non-locking or locking into floor or patch lock

### Door Options
- **Swing**
- **Sliding**
  - Frameless Glass, Aluminum Framed
  - Glass, Veneer, Laminate, Painted Wood

### Glass Types
- Laminated, Clear
- Laminated, Low Iron
- Laminated, High Acoustic
- Tempered, Clear
- Tempered, Low Iron
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Go to allsteeloffice.com/typicalsgallery for additional Beyond layouts

Although the colors reproduced in this brochure were matched with care, they may vary from the actual finish. When color is critical, please obtain a physical sample.